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Happy April, Spartans! We’re
your Arts and Entertainment editors
Julianna Baldo and Emmie Digon!
This month, we have a special, satire filled issue just in time for April
Fools Day. We explore our writers’
opinions on national and international politics, new movie and book releases, social media trends, Memorial
events, and many other topics! Hopefully, this issue will give you a lot of
laughs and entertainment, but remember that this is completely satire!
As always, have a wonderful month
and happy reading!
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STUDENT LIFE
EXCUSES FOR ZOOM CLASSES

By Anvika Annyapu
This is a satire article.
Zoom classes are quite a transition from seeing your friends and being in person in a crowded classroom. Here
are some excuses people have been using to skip/leave those classes for the comfort of their rooms.
“My WiFi isn’t working”
One of the most used excuses, every student has used this at least once—regardless of whether it was genuine or
you just didn’t feel like coming to class. Simply email your teacher before class saying your internet isn’t working/
WiFi is broken OR leave the Zoom call by private messaging your teacher the excuse.
Log on, check out
Another popular way to ditch that one Zoom call is to join your call, mute your audio and turn off your video,
and just check out to do your own thing. The only problem with this excuse is if a teacher calls on you, you’re going
to have to respond or the teacher will get suspicious. Unfortunately, many students get caught using this excuse. If
you’re willing to risk it, go for it.
What is class?
A simple strategy is to simply not go to class and not say anything. See what happens. If the teacher asks you
where you were, just say you were there the whole time. Or distract them. Or confuse them. Just don’t let the
teacher even consider the thought that you weren’t there the
whole class.
Log on, check out pt. 2
This excuse takes on a whole different meaning
because another way to ditch a zoom class is log in
so the teacher gets your name for attendance, and
then actually leave the zoom call. If and only if the
teacher asks why you weren’t there, just tell them
your internet wasn’t working.
I’m sick
It is a little insensitive during a time like the
pandemic to lie that you’re sick, but you gotta do
what you gotta do. Though I’ve never personally
tried this one, this excuse works like a charm because teachers are nice and we’re taking advantage
of that by saying we’re sick.
My computer cut out
This is foolproof for any situation. Whether it
be ditching class or being called on by the teacher
when you aren’t paying attention, just claim your
computer cut out. To use this to ditch class, it’s best
if you start class and, similar to “my WiFi isn’t working”,
just leave after a little. For answering questions, just claim
that you couldn’t hear the teacher because “whoops my computer cut out.”
This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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EARTH DAY

By Morgan Blackmore & Emily Cai
This is a satire article.
With the arrival of April, Earth Day is right around
the corner! With our new, great leaps in progress
towards restoring the Earth’s health, this year it’s even
more important than ever to get outside and appreciate
all our recent accomplishments have to offer. We’ve
bundled together plant-y of easy, cheap ways for you
and your family to get out and properly celebrate this
planet! To start, check to see if there’s any local Earth
Day walks occurring in your area! To be extra supportive, look for plastic water bottles sold at your grocers—
packaged in boxes of 50—to share with your community
during your walk! Afterwards, leave them out and
decorate them, they make great homes for local woodland creatures.
If you’d rather get your hands dirty, “branch” out into
the multitude of ways you can “spruce” up your neighborhood! In your own backyard, keep your yard green
with the help of useful ingredients such as Neonicotinoids—the bees simply die for it! Don’t forget to put
beautiful plants in your garden, add a pop of color with
Dame’s Rocket as well as Yellow or Garlic Mustard, and
they’re sure to dominate your area! These will also attract and feed the growing number of beautiful Cabbage
White butterflies in your community. Since Earth Day
is all about giving, feel free to donate to charitable causes! We encourage you to donate to organizations such
as PETA and the Kentucky Derby, just to name a few.
Both known for their wonderful care of young, hurt,
and tired animals, it’s always great to show their companies support! It’s also important to support businesses
that have the environment in mind. Take Pepsico for
example, which has placed tremendously high in several
environmental aspects. This season, be sure “spring”
into action to support and appreciate nature in a multitude of glorious ways! It’s unbe-leaf-able how much of
an impact you can make on Mother Earth!

MY COLLEGE
DECISION

By Julianna Baldo
This is a satire article.
When you think of college, what do you think of?
Academic excellence and rigor, a united student body
ready to take on the challenges of the world through
their education, and a can-do attitude that makes
the world a better place. These are all the qualities I
have looked for in a college throughout the application process earlier this year. Over the course of the
COVID-19 pandemic, I have come to appreciate the
value of community and a shared vision in an incredible way, and I am so excited to announce that I have
found a university excels in these areas.
Community is key. This may seem like a cheesy
phrase you might see on a motivational poster in the
Memorial hallways, but right now, we all need people we can rally around and who will rally around us.
These bonds are unparalleled at my university. Every student of their 10,000-creature class is carefully
selected and devoted to the university motto of ‘Tenacity, Teamwork, and Terror’, creating a work ethic
that is unparallelled among the other universities of
Monstropolis. During my time as an undergraduate,
I plan to sing in the RoarHiss girl’s choir and play on
their base-eyeball team in the spring, and am so excited to make new friends.
Along with a fearfully impressive student body, my
university encourages a shared desire to excel. It is
the most competitive secondary school in Monstropolis, with a truly impressive acceptance rate of 6.66%.
Accepted students can choose from almost 50 different
majors and minors, including a degree in Fearology
from the nationally-renowned Rhonda C. Spooksmussen School of Dread. I aim to earn my degree in the
History of Phobias in the lauded College of Arts and
Screams, and am so excited to do a semester abroad at
our sister school in the ancient Loch Ness Consortium
in Scotland. With such a strong culture of excellence
in the Fear Arts, I could not have found a better place
to continue my educational journey.
This past year has frankly been terrifying, and not
in the way that I hope to one day become. As we have
come closer together, we have all begun new journeys.
I am so excited to continue mine as a member of the
Monster University class of 2025!

This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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FRESHMEN ADVICE
By Lavenia Vulpal
This is a satire article.

It’s been a couple months since school started, so
about you and makes them want to talk to you more! A
freshmen are already experts about high school, especial- black screen really draws attention to yourself.
ly since it’s still virtual! Here are a couple of tips I have
Any tips for next year?
compiled over the months.
It’s actually way easier than freshman year. The
What do I do when I need help?
teachers are a lot more chill and they don’t give you any
It’s actually quite simple: just don’t reach out to any- homework really! And if you decide to do things the
one. Just figure it out on your own, it can’t be all that
hard way and take AP World, lucky for you! That class is
hard. You don’t want to reach out to teachers because
so easy. All you have to do is show up and boom you’ve
helping you is not in their job description, so they
got an A for the rest of the semester. Of course you do
wouldn’t like that and you don’t want to reach out to
have to show up once during second semester to get that
your friends because let’s be honest here, they probably A again. But other than that, you’ve got nothing to wordon’t know what they’re doing as well.
ry about! Ditch class even, it’s really all okay!
How do I manage my time?
How do I get off my phone?
I’ve composed a list of tips on managing time over
I don’t even know why you would want to get off
my months at Memorial, and I shall pass them on to you your phone because it’s essential to managing your time.
all now. It’s really easy to lose track of time since we are But oh well I guess I can pass on some of my wisdom.
currently virtual, so the most important thing is to not When you’re about to go to bed, make sure to keep
use any planners. I found that using planners only makes your phone right beside your pillow to avoid any sort of
tracking your assignments harder! You don’t need that
temptation to go on it until 3am. Then in the morning,
useless book! So now you’ll be on your phone 24/7! You you are going to want to use your phone right away, so
won’t even have to manage your time anymore!
get in 30 minutes of screen time right in the morning!
How should I make friends?
Finally, as you work, make sure to keep your phone right
Honestly, who needs friends? Stick to going solo, it
next to your workspace. Now you are all good to go! You
definitely helped me. I got to do everything all by mywon’t use your phone at all!
self and didn’t ask for anyone’s help!! But if you do want
Those are my tips on how to be the very best freshfriends (I have no idea why you would, though) all you man you can be! I can’t wait to see all of you be successhave to do is turn your camera on zoom off and never
ful students! Hope this helped! Hit me up if you have any
talk in breakout rooms. It makes people more curious
further questions!
This
is
fake
news.
For
this
month’s
real
news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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ADVICE COLUMN: COMING
OUT AS STRAIGHT

By Amy Yao &Amira Pierotti
This is a satire article.
Coming out as straight is incredibly difficult. From harassment to assault to all manners of discrimination, this world
has historically oppressed the straight and cisgender community. Here are some tips on coming out to loved ones and the
people in your life. Those in your life who expected you to be
LGBTQ+ may be aghast at you being straight, but know you
are not alone! From coming out to your partner that you are
not gay, bi, pan or queer to telling your parents that their kid
does not fall into their unreasonable expectations, we’ve got
you covered.
Coming Out is Your Decision
When you realize you are straight, you do not need to tell
your parents, friends, or acquaintances immediately. In fact,
you never need to tell them! Your decision to come out is
yours and yours alone. Your safety and comfort are paramount.
You deserve to live in a home, go to a school, and live in a
city where you do not need to worry about being attacked or
harassed for being straight. We recommend that you do not
come out if it is not safe, but the emotional and mental harm of
staying closeted can sometimes make coming out the only option. Only you know your current situation and comfort level,
meaning that only you get to make this decision.
Coming Out is not a Linear Path
Everywhere in this queernormative world, individuals and
systems will assume you are anything but straight and cisgender. You will likely have to come out many times in your life,
unfortunately. Hopefully, in a few years, your identity will no
longer be assumed, but that simply is not the current reality.
Even worse, many folks will conveniently “forget’’ that you
are straight because you do not fit into their narrative of the
world. It is your choice whether to keep coming out or to let it
rest. These experiences are not uncommon or your fault.
There is No Right Way to Come Out!
Whether you write your parents a letter, verbally tell your
best friend, or any other creative way of sharing your identity,
there is no right or wrong way to share that you are straight!
There is no script for coming out nor any one-size-fits-all ways
to describe your identity to others. While this makes finding
the right words more difficult, it allows you to express your
true self in your own ways. Your coming out can be as long or
as concise as you see fit. This is your story.
Your Identity is ALWAYS Valid
Being straight and cisgender are normal, valid, and wonderful. You do not owe an explanation of yourself to anyone.

GET ALL 5’S ON
YOUR 2021 AP
EXAMS

By Maggie Di Sanza
This is a satire article.
Ah, AP Exams: a period of stress, competition, blame, and general mediocrity from most
high school students across the nation. While
AP Tests may look different this year due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, there is no reason why
we can’t succeed in the virtual realm! Here is
everything you need to know about getting all
5’s on your 2021 AP Exams!
SCREW SLEEP: Tbh, I feel like sleep was a fake
concept that we were all convinced of in sophomore year health classes. The true key to getting
all 5’s on your AP Exams? Don’t sleep. Don’t
even think about it! Your alarm clock is now
your best friend - and it should be ringing every
other minute to prevent any sort of rest. My
advice? Bangs, coffee, caffeinated tea, Celsiuswhatever your caffeine of choice is! Stay awake
until the end of your exam and I promise you
will feel better.
REVIEW BOOKS ARE NICE, BUT FAN FICTION IS BETTER: Be it the ACT or AP Exams,
thousands of scholars in standardized testing
and education have written the supposed best
version of a prep book. Sure, they’re fine… but
you know what’s better? Fan fiction. Whatever
floats your boat! From Twilight to 2013 Divergent and Hunger Games! Make your 8th grade
year self-writer your best friend.
IF ALL ELSE FAILS, TAKE A NAP: Honestly,
the culmination of 2020 and the first portion of
2021 has been too much for all of us … admit
it. Should the College Board and MMSD really
expect 14-18 year olds to take 4-hour long tests
about a year’s worth of complicated, college-level material? I think not! If you’re not feeling it,
just… take a nap.

This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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the Hedgehog.
PRODUCTIVITY
Side effects may include vomiting, hyperawareness, dehydraTIPS
tion, irritability, or anxiety. All of
By Antonio Wu
which will make you a wonderful
This is a satire article.
person to be around.
1. DRASTICALLY INCREASE
2. JUST BE RUDE
YOUR COFFEE INTAKE
A non-exhaustive list of conAccording to groundbreakvenient and incredibly intelligent
ing new research, there exists
one-liners for when folks inevitaan inverse correlation between
caffeine and productivity. Though bly confront you for your lack of
responsibility, non-existent time
a significant portion of us have
management, third-stage procrasall experienced the wonders of
tination and general incompetencaffeine when consuming in the
cy:
one-to-two cup range, coffee
scientists explain that the produc- “It was their fault!”
tivity-to-cup ratio logarithmically “No one asked you.”
plateaus until ten to eleven cups. “Shut up.”
“No you.”
After this point, doctors
Remember, it’s
inform me the effect
not what you can
on productivity can
do for society:
only be compared
it’s what society
to The Flashcan do for you.
-or, more
Wink wink.
likely,
Sonic
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3. CALL IN WITH SALMONELLA
When confronted with a terrible meeting, an overdue deadline
or a distasteful examination, you
can always call in with salmonella.
Did you eat raw cookie dough?
Undercooked that egg? That’s
okay, stay at home. No one would
be surprised you caught it, considering you’ve already missed
the units on bacteria, intestinal
disease, and basic kitchen hygiene.
Also, no one would be willing to
check on you! But you wouldn’t
know that.
4. FATE, ABILITY, IDEOLOGY,
LUCK (FAIL)
Old wisdom states you need
two out of the four to survive,
three to thrive, and four to take
over the world. Where Fate is for
privilege and resources, Ability is
for talent and hard work, Ideology
is for getting along with or avoiding the government, and Luck
is for beating the odds, pick one
for the week to work on. If you
always plan to FAIL, you’ll surely
succeed!
5. THAT MAGIC POTION
YOU’VE BEEN ITCHING TO
TRY OUT
In the likely event you use the
following recipe, you will unleash
the power of time-turning, fabrication, and rebirth. Only the
worthy will understand the resultant implications for productivity.
Possibilities include reassignment
of blame or work altogether,
some false charges, and the Witness Protection Program. From
personal experience, this is more
efficient than learning some basic
planning skills.

This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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MMSD ANNOUNCEMENT: EXTENDED SENIOR YEAR

By Caleigh Christy
This is a satire article.
Time away from school has clearly hurt our
student’s progress in their education. It is with this
reasoning that the Madison Metropolitan School
District has made the challenging decision to have
all Madison Seniors stay for a fifth year of school.
As the superintendent stated, “We can’t stand by
as our students lose all of their progress from the
By Saivarshini Rishi
last 3 years of their high school education. There
This is a satire article.
is no way they are prepared to move forward into
After months of discussion and deciding, The College
higher education with the results of this past year.”
Board announced on its website last Friday that the 2021 This decision does not come lightly, but it is necAP exams are being cancelled. The start of the 2020-2021 essary to build a stronger sense of readiness and
school year truly stood out from any other year with the
understanding of core academics to move into the
pandemic, and many schools switching to virtual learnnext stage of their lives.
ing. Since the start of the year, the College Board received
It has been scientifically proven that the virtual
numerous complaints from both parents and teachers.
format for education does not do the curriculum
Parents have been complaining that students are not
justice and will leave our generation in a lesser
receiving enough practice and learning from school, while understanding than those before us. Schools want
teachers complain that they might not be able to prepare
to make sure that we are prepared to move forstudents as much as in previous years due to the difficulward to the best of our ability, and with the lack of
ty teaching in a virtual environment. But low levels of
education that came through a virtual setting, most
preparation aren’t the only reason. After last year’s virtual educators, administrators, and parents don’t believe
exams had numerous technical and security issues, it was that we are prepared for a higher education.
definitely close to impossible to continue the same format
The term “super senior” is normally coined a
this year as well, as it might result in unfair advantages.
negative state of being. Being left behind for a fifth
Having all of the exams in-person is not possible due
year of high school or repeating a grade are norto safety reasons. So just cancelling the exams all in all
mally signs of failure to meet graduation requirewould assure that no one had any unfair advantages and
ments. Though, when you think of it, because the
would eliminate the concern of cheating. Then comes the curriculum had to be shortened for certain classes
question of college credit, because without the exams,
and the online format did not allow for as in-depth
how would college credit be awarded to students? The
learning, none of us have truly met the graduation
College Board also announced that college credit would
requirements to move forward from Memorial, or
not be given to any student as of this year, but will allow
any MMSD high school for that matter.
students to take these same exams next year free of charge
The district is working on bringing new meanif they wish to. This will allow more time for students to
ing to being a super senior, one that us seniors
study and prepare for the exams. If this is not possible,
can claim for ourselves to be proud of, rather than
just for this year, students can request college credit based disappointed. Although many of us have already
on teacher recommendations and their grades in the
applied and been accepted to post-high school uniclass. Hopefully, these updated decisions should reduce
versities or colleges, or have made plans to move
the amount of stress for both students and teachers, but
forward after graduation, the school and the Madwhether or not this decision will be accepted by educators ison Police Force will not be allowing us to leave
and students is truly questionable.
our education behind, nor the state.

COLLEGE BOARD
CANCELS 2021 AP EXAMS

This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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SENIOR ADVICE COLUMN: BY FROSHIES

By Lavenia Vupal & Anvika Annyapu
This is a satire article.
As you all know, freshmen are more experienced in high school than seniors. After all, we’re virtual and it’s our
first year while seniors are done with high school literally and emotionally.
Can I prepare for APs with one month left?
We’ve never taken AP tests, but we have some good advice. The best way to go is to leave it up to fate. Just go
on walks, procrastinate and hope for the best. Pretend to pay attention in class and complain about how “we never
prep for APs in class.” This strategy is a surefire way to get a 5 and ace that test.
How do I prepare for college?
Take only what you need to graduate and then make the rest of your classes study halls. So like...7 study halls.
Study hall is always the best way to prepare for college because there’s zero guarantee you’ll actually do work. And
college is way easier than high school, just as a heads up.
What do I need to do for the SAT and ACT?
So to our best guess, you SAT down and you made an ACT? What is the SAT and ACT? But honestly do you
even need it? Just sign up to take it and don’t show up. We’re sure whatever you do after high school will be fine
with you not taking the ACT. But IF you do want to go that path, just relax and don’t study! It’s simple, how long
is the test really? Oh like 5 questions. Y’ALL ARE OVERREACTING. Okay, but you know what’s actually more
difficult? We have almost no time to do anything with 7 classes, no sports, no clubs, and no jobs.
Should I participate in a lot of clubs?
Yes, you should be doing a minimum of 20 clubs. We suggest the pancake club. Also, it’s vital that you make a
club and it’s alright if you start it and then drop it. Definitely join Sword & Shield. You don’t need to be a good participant, just join and have your name on the roster. Another one of our favorites is the freshmen rule club! Guess
what? WE FOUNDED IT! Y
What tips do you have to improve how you study?
We suggest unlimited breaks. Studies show that taking 10 minute breaks after doing one minute of work is what
makes students successful. Mindlessly scrolling through Instagram or TikTok is the best way to do that. But otherwise, set up a good study space? Classes aren’t that difficult are they? You’re probably studying great—just know that
we believe in you. Believe and achieve.
What to do about senioritis?
Google.com defines senioritis as a
supposed affliction of students in their
final year of high school or college, characterized by a decline in motivation or
performance. It’s really not that hard, just
calm down, take a deep breath and do it.
We know how hard it can be because we
speak from experience. Eighth grade was
a struggle, and middle school senioritis hit
hard. Or you can be like some of the seniors we know and just ditch everything
and call it senioritis, even though we all
know it’s really not ;) We hope this has
confused? Annoyed? Or sorry, helped you
figure out how to navigate high school in
the last few months. Granted, maybe the
seniors know the building better than us,
but we have the most experience.
10
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JOIN MICROWAVABLE
TABLE CLUB!

By Jessica Jiang
This is a satire article.
Ever wanted to learn how to microwave tables?
Well, now you can, at JMM’s newest club, Microwavable Table Club! At Microwavable Table Club,
we look for the finest tables that can be heated and
spun around in microwaves, big or small! Why, you
ask? Because it’s fun! Nothing’s better than listening to the brrrrr of a microwave and watching the
table go round and round and round and round….
Until ding! You have a warm table! We microwave
all sorts of tables - from tables for resting your feet,
to tables for dinner, to folding tables for picnics,
any table of any size and any design! We also have
subgroups to our club if you want to explore the
topic further. In “Table Fable,” you can build your
own table. We supply all the materials for you!
You could also join “Microwave Cave,” where we
engineer microwaves ourselves. Want to create
but don’t have the skills or the knowledge to?
Don’t worry, we have you covered! Every Friday at
midnight, we invite professional table-makers and
microwave-builders to hold workshops where our
club members can learn the art first-hand. No matter your interest, there’s a place for you in our club!
To learn more, visit our website at www.thisisafakeclub.com!

THE NEW & IMPROVED
DEBATE CLUB

By Lavenia Vulpal & Anvika Annyapuey
This is a satire article.
Do you want to argue for fun? About topics that
involve our everyday lives? Then join the new and improved debate club. We started this club 5 years ago
after we realized that DDAF was more DAF: debate is
now separate and it’s better than ever! We finally get the
recognition we deserve. When we first started debate, we
were the most excited people ever! It seemed so cool—
public speaking with no experience. But thankfully we
had so much useful-easy-to-understand help from our
dear pro debaters: really, truly, couldn’t have done it without them. Our pro debaters don’t make you feel stupid.
They fully explain stuff, and you learn! No more confusion in your lives! We knew exactly what we were doing
from the very start. Plus it’s so easy to catch on and pick
up; we had no trouble! In fact, our team is such a warm
and welcoming community. Each year we welcome less
than 4 new members! Lucky us, with such a big loving
community, there is no slandering—simply a utopia! It’s
such a fun experience prepping a month instead of a week
before each new topic starts! Don’t even get me started on
the topics! You, you you, get the chance to debate about
IMPORTANT topics like “milk or cereal” and “spoons or
forks!” And with each topic, we learn about how everything ends with nuclear war—entertainment at its finest!
You’ve got nothing to worry about because as a novice,
you have zero expectations, nobody cares about you and
your progress! Join now and learn how to stress yourself
out FOR FREE! It’s simply a source of happiness! Don’t

This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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EDITOR SPILL THE TEA
COLUMN

By Maggie Di Sanza
This is a satire article.
Co-Editor-in-Chief Jessica Jiang: Our sources did not
have any tea on Jessica, other than the fact that she is
killing the game. Like honestly, how can someone be so
good at life?!

Assistant Editor-in-Chief Amira Pierotti: A fellow
Editor has disclosed that Amira writes articles far over
the word limit. For an article they wrote in the News
Section in November, the paper was forced to print an
extra three pages because of their inability to write in a
concise manner!

Co-Student Life Editor Ava Kenney: An administrator at JMM who chooses to remain anonymous reputed
that Ava has reviewed movies without giving a spoiler
warning at the beginning of the article! Innocent movie-watchers have been terrorised by her careless actions.
Co-News Editor Joylyn Gong: It has been rumored
that Joylyn uses exclusively MSNBC and FOX News to
fact check her sources. These politically shallow sources
are directly influencing the Sword and Shield’s News!
Sports Editor Tanay Desai: Many have reported that
Tanay knows little about sports, and contributes the
least to the Sports Section despite being a sports editor.
A few sources have questioned his participation in the
Memorial athletics department!
Co-Arts & Entertainment Editor Julianna Baldo:
Our sources have made it clear to us that Julianna does
not properly link her photos when laying out the paper
in Adobe InDesign. This has brought complete and
utter distress to our Editors-in-Chief.

Co-Student Life Editor Sanjay Palta-Hill: It was
reported that Sanjay does not do a good job of keeping
in contact with his Co-Student Life Editor, Ava, and
the Student Life section has been missing his articles.
Co-Arts & Entertainment Editor Emmie Digon:
A recent source disclosed that Emmie has reviewed
the JMM Plays and Musicals without having seen the
shows. From the Fall Play to the Winter Musical, Emmie has convinced the entire student body that she is a
legitimate source!
Copy Editor Amina Waheed: An anonymous
student at Memorial has divulged that Amina has not
used the proper font when laying out the paper. Instead of Crimson text she has used Montserrat Italic!

Co-Opinions Editor Antonio Wu: Some have
reported that Antonio only turns in two articles per
issue to the Sword and Shield. In fact, it is said that he
did not contribute to any of the content in the February or March issue! The ones he does submit are often
Operations Manager Caleigh Christy: It was recently turned in late, without titles, and not in the proper
made known to the journalists at the Sword and Shield format.
that Caleigh has been accused of making up the horoCo-Editor-in-Chief Maggie Di Sanza: Many Editors
scopes for the Arts and Entertainment Section. That’s
on the Sword and Shield team have complained about
right! Each horoscope that Caleigh has written has been the fact that Maggie never turns in the cover page
based on no astrological facts whatsoever!
drawing on time. In fact, it was said that she worked
Co-Opinions Editor Mihika Shivakumar: Mihika
has been accused of not attending planning meetings
and skipping all of the Sword and Shield layouts! She
must have something up her sleeve!

on it during layout!

Co-News Editor Sai Rishi: Our sources have reported that Sai does not report the news accurately
and copies articles from CNN without doing more
research!
12
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NEWS
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
UPSIDE DOWN
RAIN FLOODS
AUSTRALIA

By Jessica Jiang
This article is satire.
After raging wildfires swept
across Australia in 2019 and 2020,
no one would have expected the recent natural disaster that struck the
country on April 1st, 2021. For the
first time in history, Australia was
flooded. By upside down rain.
It is well known that Australians live
in a world upside down compared to
the rest of the world. Everything is
in reverse - they walk on the ceilings, they lie up instead of down,
and they throw down instead of up.
That’s why it never rains in Australia - the 180 degree gravity makes
it difficult for the clouds in the sky
to precipitate upon the desert that
makes up 110% of the land. Instead,
the clouds’ rain shoots upwards,
back into the atmosphere, until the
dry heat of the Australian earth lifts
the clouds and pushes them towards
another country, like England,
where rain is heavy and frequent.
There are a few moments (or
more than a few) in Australian
history when the country became so
hot that the whole wilderness was

set ablaze. The widespread bushfires of last year are an example of
the damage that can be done from
extreme heat, climate change, and
dried plants - as some of Australia’s
worst bushfires ever, they wreaked
havoc across the nation, burning
down homes, endangering and mortally wounding people, and harming wildlife in the process. Luckily,
Australia has been free of major
wildfires since that time.
However, Australia now has a
new foe of nature, and one of the
complete opposite elements: extreme water. Scientists hypothesize
that, due to the extreme heat of
the last wildfire, rain clouds were
repelled from the country. However, because rain is attracted to fire,
much of the rain pulled towards the
fires and thus created an invisible
cocoon around the nation. Strong,
cold breezes from the northwestern
direction of the globe, likely caused
by iceberg activity in Antarctica,
then pushed down the clouds until
they were absorbed by the oceans.
“These clouds have actually been
recycled from old cloud particles
over the many millennia of the
earth’s existence,” he stated in an
interview with BBC News. “Some
of these old particles harbor grudges
against Australia, because Australian

heat always pushed them away and
never let them rain. Clouds have
feelings too, people. Respect them.”
Untrue later went on to illustrate in
beautiful drawings how the clouds’
pent up feelings resulted in them
wanting to take revenge on Australia. But how?
The clearest answer, of course:
take advantage of the reverse gravity and rain from underneath the
country.
Due to regular dryness, Australia has never considered building
drainage pipes in the streets. There
is no infrastructure to support even
a single droplet of rain. So when
angry clouds unleashed rain from
below the surface of the earth, it hit
the nation with great force. Forests
became seaweed. The streets became
a pool party. The next door neighbour who never took swimming
lessons learned how to really quick
(there were free lessons offered in
every city, where people used roofs
as diving boards). But the damage is
irreparable - hundreds of thousands
of homes destroyed, property submerged, and koalas in need of saving. Please help donate to Australia’s
Reverse Rain Relief Fund to support
them in this time of crisis at https://
notarealfundthere’snorain.com.

This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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NATIONAL NEWS
PHOTO FROM
MARS PROVES
EXISTENCE OF
MARTIANS

By Sai Rishi
This article is satire.
On February 18th, Perseverance,
the Mars rover sent by NASA,
landed on the red planet and has
sent numerous photographs back to
Earth since. However, one picture
in particular, that was received by
NASA on March 15th, sparked a
huge shock among astronomers.
At first it just appeared as a normal
landscape picture, showing the reddish brown surface of the planet and
the different rock formations in the
background. That is what one of the
leading scientists at the institute first
believed as well. But looking more
closely, he noticed what appeared
to look like a hand and an antennae peering out from one of the
rocks. At first, it was hard to spot
as it also was more red in color and
easily camouflaged with rocks. After
consultation from several scientists,
they decided to run the photograph
under some computer software that
would improve the resolution of
the photograph even more. Out of
20 scientists, 17 confirmed that the
photograph was enough to prove
100% existence of martians. Even if
what was observed could be due to
some sort of glare from the camera,
as argued by the three scientists who
disagreed, a glare in that kind of angle in that particular location, given
the position of the sun and the lighting in the area, is almost impossible.
Additionally, on the hand, we are
14

easily able to make out the details of
the hand, including at least three fingers. Looking at the size and height
of the antennae, we can say that the
martian is about three feet in height.
One might ask how martians could
survive on Mars without water,
nutrients or a breathable atmosphere. But we can argue that these
creatures may still be able to survive
without these factors as not all living
animals require the same necessities
as other creatures. We are taught in
biology class that all living organisms require oxygen to survive and
strictly apply this “fundamental law
of biology” to everything. But how
can we compare organisms on the
Earth with Martians on Mars? Who
knows? Martians may only need
carbon dioxide to survive!
As of now, NASA scientists are
directing the Mars rover to stay
within the region and take as many
photographs as possible and perhaps even send audio recordings.
Until we can get more photographs
and data, we must begin preparing
worldwide plans in the case of a possible Martian invasion in the future.
Everything you think you know,
forget about it. NASA and our space
exploration teams have been lying
to us about the moon landings. It is
clear now that the moon landings
were faked in a feeble attempt to
beat Russia in the great space race.
The moon landings were faked and
this evidence will prove it.
The moon landing was filmed on a
movie set
First off, photos, film, or any other evidence of the moon landings
is only available through NASA.
Their databases hold everything.
People only gained proof after it was

released to the public. When people
use a GIF or photo from a movie
or show, it states the production
company. It always says courtesy of
NASA for photos. They control the
flow of media around all film and
photos.
Additionally, theorists believe
that the movie set was placed within “Area 51”. A place where space
meets Earth. So it makes perfect
sense why the filming would occur
in a place where space was now
created on Earth. Our sense of the
universe around us comes from the
photos NASA provides off of this
movie set.

This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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THE TWEET THAT
SHOOK SOCIAL MEDIA

By Anvika Annyapu
This article is satire.
The appalling behavior of Ted Cruz shook social media. Especially as a tweet he made regarding
climate change resurfaced. Many politicians were
shocked, and news outlets claimed that this tweet was
100% legitimate.
The tweet was made in 2016 and claimed “I’ll believe in climate change when Texas freezes over.” Ted
Cruz denied tweeting this but evidence points at him
as the person behind this tweet especially with the
tweet coming from his account. Although no evidence
was directly found linking his account to this tweet,
his username was there alongside the tweet. With the
snowstorm that Texas underwent and Cruz’s relaxation in Cancun, this tweet was a controversy to rock
social media. A cruel irony that many were not agreeable to, it was a sad situation for Ted Cruz to be in.
The tweet didn’t come as a surprise to supporters as
they knew how anti-climate change Ted Cruz was but
the main surprise came with how he didn’t use more
extreme language to illustrate his point. Although he
came out of this issue unscathed, the tweet remains as
a leverage for any climate change response Cruz even
thinks to make.

THE APPLE
DISHWASHER

By Anvika Annyapu
This article is satire.
Apple is notorious for releasing new products every
year with no significant changes except size or cameras.
But finally, after many critiques, the corporation decided to release a new product known as the dishwasher. It
comes in three sizes: iDishwasher XS, iDishwasher Max,
and iDishwasher Pro.
This dishwasher isn’t your average dishwasher. You
put your dishes in and it washes them while providing
music for the dishes to listen to. Don’t worry—it won’t
serve as a distraction for you because you won’t even
hear it! A special type of water is used for this dishwasher and this water can only be bought from Apple, only
sold online with the name iWater. This water is mixed
with a special solution which cleans dishes and proves
to be 35% effective in sanitizing and cleaning. Just like
many other Apple products, ignore the quality and focus
on the greatness and how it’s an APPLE product.
Another advancement with this dishwasher is that
what it lacks in performance is made up by the sheer
size and beauty. With the cover made of easily breakable
glass and gold buttons, it rivals any of the other products Apple has made. The iDishwasher XS alone is 4 ft
by 4 ft by 6 ft and weighs 500 lbs. whereas the standard
dishwasher is a measly 2 ft by 2 ft by 3 ft and weighs
about 175 lbs.
This product will take up a large portion of your
kitchen and budget with prices starting at $3000 for
the handle and buttons. To buy the entire dishwasher,
prices start at $10000. So for you millionaires out there
that are bored of your smart dishwasher, call in and buy
an iDishwasher!

This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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BIDEN CALLS TO
BRING BACK BUTTON
IN OVAL OFFICE

By Anvika Annyapu
This article is satire.
The infamous red button that many were in awe
of from the Trump era is now making a comeback.
Biden has reconsidered his priorities and decided
to reinstate the Coke button in the Oval Office as
the pressures of office are getting to him.
Biden’s arrival in office was a change to all that
we’ve known for the last four years and it came as
a shock when he decided to remove the prestigious
accessory we know as the red button. Informally
known as the Diet Coke button, this item is a small
wooden box with a red button embedded. The
box’s history goes back to President Lyndon Johnson and his use of the button to call a butler and get
a drink. Former President Trump used the box to
fulfil his caffeine needs when he desired and many
called this move “revolutionary” and “intelligent”
as the true intentions of the button was to serve as
an aid whenever the president needed assistance
in the Oval Office. So it came as a great surprise
when Biden reversed not only Trump era policies,
but the red button. Supporters were devastated
with the removal of a remnant of Trump’s legacy
in office.
But fortunately for the fans, the button will be
making a comeback. This is due to President Biden
celebrating the goal he has set to have 500 million
vaccine doses out by May. Many believe this goal
is unattainable so to appease public concern, Biden
and his administration decided the wisest course of
action would be to recall the red button and order
Diet Pepsi instead of Coke. The president strongly
believes that this is the push we need to unify the
country’s political divide and stand by everyone.
The button will be updated with different drinks
ranging from cold/warm milk, Diet Pepsi, orange
juice, tea, and coffee. Specific commands will also
be added in order to help the current president
when he needs. It will also be made compact in
order to resemble the other red button: the nuclear
button. This will prevent further confusion and
make it easier for the president to make decisions
as well.
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PRESIDENT OBAMA PUTS CHEMICALS
IN THE WATER THAT TURNED THE
FROGS GAY
By Amira Pierotti
This article is satire.

Much of the LGBTQ+ community was amused and horrified at far-right radio show host Alex
Jones’s comments in 2010 that the government was experimenting with chemicals that turn
frogs gay. He claimed that the Pentagon was experimenting with a “gay bomb” that would make
Americans gay. Not only did his rampant and dangerous homophobia draw widespread criticism,
but the LGBTQ+ community made frogs their unofficial mascot. Gay frog stickers and a remix of
Jones’s comments into a pop song can now be found all across the internet. However, in a shocking revelation, the Center for Disease Control released a study finding that the Obama Administration accidentally put chemicals in the water that increased the likelihood of frogs’ attraction to
those of the same biological sex.
In 2011, the Obama Administration released new guidelines for water purification processes. Trace amounts of purification chemicals are not harmful to humans and remain in the water
even after the purification process is finished. However, in some frogs, these chemicals can alter
brain chemistry that pushes frogs to procreate only for the sake of reproduction. While frogs do
not have a sense of gender, frogs that consume the water are more likely to act based on attraction regardless of biological sex as they are not solely driven by the need to continue the species.
The human LGBTQ+ community has been overjoyed at the new findings, much to the horror of
homophobes, transphobes, and interphones across the world.
This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
A “RECIPE” FOR
APRIL!

By Amina Waheed
This article is satire.
As I was sitting in my grandmother’s kitchen,
sifting through a vast array of cookbooks for a
recipe to share with y’all for the month of April, I
suddenly came across a box. It looked very dusty
and haunted, so I opened it; and, lo and behold, I
found the perfect recipe for the Sword and Shield!
Today, I will be sharing my ancestors’ recipe for
“Bøiléd Wátër A La Carte and Tóáste”.
Ingredients:
1 slice of bread
2 atoms of hydrogen
1 atom of oxygen
Directions:
Bring the hydrogen and oxygen to a boil in Memorial’s chem room in an Erlenmayer flask over
medium-low bunsen burner heat. Pour into a glass.
Put the bread in a state of the art toaster.
Serve warm.
Enjoy!!
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BE WHISKED INTO A
MAGICAL WORLD WITH
BARBIE AS THE PRINCESS AND THE PAUPER!

By Amina Waheed
This article is satire.
Okay, all jokes aside, this is actually one of my favorite movies ever, so I thought it would be nice to write a
review on it without being judged and hopefully encourage some of you to actually watch this movie with your
family. Barbie as the Princess and the Pauper follows the
story of Annalise and Erika, two identical girls born to
different families. Besides their hair, the only difference
between them is that Annalise is a princess and Erika is an
indentured servant! I know, dark, but of course (spoiler
alert!) there’s a happy ending. Although it may seem so at
first glance, the plot is anything but bland; these girls go
through a LOT of trauma to find their ever-afters, and the
villain is actually really evil. You’d be surprised with the
lengths this man goes to to try and become king. But he
wants to be part of the 1%, so what can we expect. *sigh
Now let’s talk about the elephant in the room-the animation. It’s a 2004 movie, so we can’t expect much. Barbie’s limbs are definitely out of proportion and the outfits
are dreadfully victorian; still, it’s every young girl’s dream
come true (I can attest to that fact). Still, it’s unfair to
compare the animation to movies like Tangled and Frozen. A more accurate comparison would be to the original
Monsters Inc. movie. The slightly creepy animation style
where all the characters move like they’re having strokes
and facial expressions are nearly non-existent? Yes.
With all that said, the song’s track might be the absolute best part. I related so hard when Annalise sang: “All
my life I’ve always wanted/To have one day for myself.”
Talk about FEELS. In conclusion, Barbie as the Princess
and the Pauper is like a scrambled egg and mayo sandwich-don’t knock it till you’ve tried it!!
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“SHE DIDN’T
WANT A
DOCUSERIES. SHE
WANTED THE
EXECUTIVE
BRANCH.”: THE
GREATEST
POLITICALPOP-CULTURE
SCHEME OF ALL
TIME

By Antonio Wu & Maggie Di Sanza
This article is satire.
Kanye West. Kim Kardashian. Jeffree Star. Shane Dawson. All names
that we have heard scattered in the
media for the past couple of months:
divorce, love triangles, and failed
presidential runs; but there is much
more to this story. Recent exposé
materials provided to us by undercover FBI agent Shane Dawson suggest that West’s spectacularly dismal
showing at the polls was a product
of a long chain of conspiracies. From
collusion, to subterfuge, to federal
investigations, there is no shortage of
tea in this story.
It all started in 2017 when Shane
Dawson and Jeffree Star had first
plotted to take over the Executive
branch together. To accomplish this,
they originally encouraged Kanye
West to run for President. After
West won the 2020 election, Star
would have moved in with Kanye
and seized control of the White
House, while Dawson would have
served as Star’s Chief of Staff; however, it was difficult to get close to
Kanye without getting Kanye’s wife,
pop culture icon Kim Kardashian,
involved. Star later pushed Dawson
to the side, finding Kim the far more

adept and ambitious political partner.
“She didn’t want a docuseries, she
wanted the Executive branch.”
Leaked text messages from Dawson show that Kanye had moved
close to Star at his Wyoming ranch
in July in order to consolidate campaign operations. However, it may
have been in Kim’s best interest to
keep Kanye under close watch in Los
Angeles, as long-time frenemy Trisha
Paytas reports Star later felt sympathy towards Kanye and had interest
in taking up the First Lady position
after living closely with Kanye for
months.
In November, Kanye received just
60,000 votes out of 160 million cast
nationwide. Though Kanye initially
suspected the reason he did not show
up on 38 state ballots was because of
clerical errors on the part of Star’s
staff, there is reason to believe that
Star may have been so conflicted
over whether to support Kanye or
Kardashian that eventually none other than Khloé Kardashian was placed
in charge of the last-minute sabotage.
It was Khloé’s involvement that led
Kanye to suspect that Kim had plotted to sink his impromptu campaign.
In fact, Kim had been using
Kanye’s campaign to test her carefully constructed operations for a
potential 2024 run. Paytas reports
that Kim had been scheming to run
Kanye’s campaign into the ground
after the initial trial period, making
room for her 2024 run under the
Diamond Earring Party. Star would
take up the role of Vice President
rather than First Lady.
Ever the suspicious agency, the
FBI reached out to Dawson in late
October upon observing the recent
sidelining. In exchange for information surrounding the collusion
between the Kardashians and West,
Dawson is promised protection and
the ability to film and edit a 16-part

docuseries about the entire ordeal to
be released on YouTube in 2022. For
Dawson, this was a win-win situation, not only would he be able to
produce an internet-breaking series,
but he would finally get his revenge
on Jeffree and Kim. Stay tuned for
Shane Dawson’s upcoming 16-episode docuseries on his undercover
role in the greatest politics-pop
culture scheme of all time.
While Kardashian’s bid to outdo
Trump’s 2016 reality TV star turn
to politician has come to an end,
she will surely rise again. Who will
Kardashian’s next partner be? Or will
Shane Dawson continue his path of
revenge and take the top spot himself?

Jeffree Star

Kanye West

This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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MUSIC’S SMALLEST
NIGHT- THE GRAMMYS

By: Eliana Sauer
This article is satire.
Although the world renowned and respected Kids
Choice Awards still loom on the horizon, on March
14, many notable members of the music industry
gathered in a tent outside the Staples Center in Los
Angeles, California to celebrate some of music’s biggest stars during the least important awards show of
the year. The Grammys provide awards to all genres
of music and are awarded based on the votes of the
Recording Academy voters. These voters are anyone
from prominent members of the music industry to
random dads on Facebook. The awards used to be
very prestigious and captured the attention of music
fans everywhere, but that attention quickly waned
when Nickelodeon introduced slime to their Kids
Choice Awards. In compliance with the times all of
the stars and their one guest donned matching masks
with their outfits, and some even wore them correctly. The stars performed inside in a room with four
stages, where each star had their own stage. All of
the stars in the room performed one after the other
and then transferred to the outdoor tent to retrieve
their awards. Chief nominees this year were big
names like Harry Styles, Dua Lipa, and Megan Thee
Stallion, but the big winner was The Weeknd. Canadian recording star The Weeknd rose to fame over
the popularity of his 2015 hits “The Hills,” and “Can’t
Feel My Face,” and has continued an incredible career
trajectory. Already a winner of 3 Grammys before
this year, The Weeknd was determined to continue
his winning streak. Although he wasn’t nominated,
and didn’t perform at all he managed to come away as
the winner of every single category, from Best Music
Video to Best Contemporary Christian Music Album.
The Weeknd had reportedly written the Grammys
off after their failure to nominate his chart topping
album and songs from this year, and wasn’t even in
attendance of the ceremony. He has yet to retract his
statements or comment on his immense wins. The
Weeknd’s surprise wins have shaken up the music
industry, and will make for a very interesting and intense Kids Choice Awards. You can tune in to music’s
biggest night on Nickelodeon at 7pm on April 32.
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SPIDER-MAN: TURN OFF
THE DARK

By: Caleigh Christy
This article is satire.
Now you may be thinking, do we have the technology to put on this glow in the dark, special effects,
high-flying extravaganza? Absolutely not. But does it
have good music and great casting fit for our drama
community? Again no! That won’t stop us though! I
mean we put on Once On This Island - a show about
the economic gap between two parts of the community,
partially based on racial bias - with an all white cast, at
least this is better than that! The only thing that could
make this show even worse than it already is is our
complete lack of the necessary equipment to create the
only semi-successful part of this show. Although, why
have people flying through the sky in an array of fancy
lighting when we can just slap some glow sticks on our
actors, turn off the lights, and hope that the wonders of
high school theater are enough to save the show.
So buckle up boys and girls, cause this one is going to
be our biggest event yet! We’ll pull in the audience with
the lure of pop culture that has no reason to be a musical like King Kong, Carrie, Mean Girls, The Lord of the
Rings, Evil Dead and many more because let’s be honest
those movies just aren’t that deep and nothing about
them yelled: this needs to be a musical!
Catch our musical streaming everywhere on June 1st.
(But in all honesty, check out the real musical when it
does come out).
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HOROS-NOPES
By Caleigh Christy

Libra (Sep
23 - Oct
22): You’re
a great speaker and
a people person. Be
the politician you
were meant to be
and lie about your
core beliefs so that
everyone trusts you.

Scorpio (Oct
23 - Nov
21): It’s ok
to make
mistakes, but your
mistakes are finally
catching up with
you. Run. Don’t
stop. Go. Now.

Saggittarius
(Nov 22 - Dec
21): People like
you, they’re
drawn to you. Which
I don’t understand
because you are so
painfully blunt. Think
before you speak for
once.

Capricorn
(Dec 22
- Jan 19):
Your emotions are so deep, too
bad you have all the
personality of a tree
stump. I mean you
can suck the light out
of the sunniest day.

Aquarius
(Jan 20
- Feb 18):
The world is telling
me you should buy
a watch this month.
Because you’re never
on time. If anyone
was going to be late
to their own funeral,
it would be you.

Pisces (Feb 19
- March 20):
Wow. You are
so positive.
What an inspiration.
Too bad you’ve made
yourself out to be a
saint. Now you’ll never
think anyone is good
enough for you.

Aries
(March 21 April 19):
You shoot for
the stars when you
dream. You’re trying too hard to reach
unattainable heights,
you’re under 5’3”,
you’ll never reach
them.

Taurus
(April 20
- May 20):
So you’ve
had some relationship
trouble. Just because
you’re a bull doesn’t
mean you need to
chase every red flag
you see, try avoiding
them this month.

Gemini (May
21 - June 20):
Dude, chill.
Stop being so nervous all the time.
You’re a high-strung
basket case and most
people think you’re
nuts - and they’re
not wrong.

Cancer (June
21 - July 22):
Hey, are you a
mountain climber? No?
Then stop seeing every
tiny challenge in life
as Everest. The whole
mountain out of a
molehill thing is just a
saying, not a life motto.

Leo (July 23
- Aug 22): I
know you’ve
probably been
hurting. It’s not surprising when you
walk around with that
big head all the time.
You’re about as deep
as a birdbath.

Virgo (Aug
23 - Sep 22):
You’re quite
the perfectionist Virgo. Get
off your high horse
and stop acting like
you’re better than
everyone. You’re
not.

This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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EYES OF DUALITY: AN
ARTISTIC
EXPLORATION
By Julianna Baldo
This article is satire.

What is art? This is the eternal question that has haunted creative minds since the dawn of human expression. Is it limited to what is intentionally perfected by the creator -- a Mozart symphony or a work on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, or is art as expansive as the human mind, and just
that: any expression of emotion conjured by the condition of man? Many people are saddeningly
restrained by the former opinion -- they don’t see what art can truly be. I believe that art can be
whatever we want it to be. I am premiering my latest work in this article, pictured above: Eyes of
Duality. In this piece, I push the limits of my creative process and truly explore what it means to be
human. While on the surface this image may look like a smiley face I drew in google drawings in 5
seconds, believe me when I say it’s so much more. The black coloring of the lines against the white
background represent deep irony -- although the simple face depicted here is smiling, it is colored
darkly, portraying a deep suffering. The white background is broad and unmarked, representing
the vague and hypothetical nature of positive energy and events while the face is defined and structured, highlighting the realness of sadness and desperation. The indelible vastness of the human
condition is truly amazing, and I believe that I have completely captured every single aspect of it in
this piece. This is the duality of human nature, and I am so proud to share with you.
22
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HOW TO PROPERLY
WATCH STAND-UP
COMEDY

By Amy Qiao
This article is satire.
1. Have a bad day
The first step to watching stand-up comedy is to have a bad
day. Because no one ever goes, “Wow! I’m having a great
day! Now I’m going to stare at a screen and laugh by myself
like a maniac!”
2. Watch for way too long
No one ever stops watching TV on schedule, and if you do
you’re doing it wrong. After watching the first stand-up
special, you’ll slowly start to pick up the remote to turn off
the TV, but then the next special will automatically start
playing, and you’ll slowly put that remote down. Repeat
this step at least 3 times.
3. Look out the window
At this point, the sun has definitely set, and you will look
out the window at the dark sky and be noticeably reminded of the passage of time. Then, turn off the TV after the
sudden realization that you’ve spent a third of your day
watching stand-up comedy. But, no need to worry, that just
means you’re doing it right.
4. Embark on your new life
After watching a concerning amount of comedy specials,
venture out into the world again, with a new perspective
on life. You will find yourself happier (maybe) and unconsciously inserting jokes to your unappreciative family and
friends.
Bonus! Here are some of the worst stand-up specials
you should definitely never watch:
Make Happy- Bo Burnham: I thoroughly enjoyed it until
he made me question my state of happiness and contemplate my priorities. He almost made me learn something.
0/10
Dark- Daniel Sloss: The whole set was about finding
healthy relationships and being happier with yourself. He
actually made me learn something. 0/19
Son of Patricia- Trevor Noah: He’s too funny and makes
the rest of us pale in comparison- really threatens my insecurity to be funny. 0/10,000
Welcome to Buteaupia- Michelle Buteau: She made me
laugh so much until I noticed she did the whole stand-up
special in heels… that’s definitely not humanly possible and
I’m suspicious she might be a robot (also it’s not humanly
possible to be that funny).
This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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OLIVIA RODRIGO REVEALS THE REAL MEANING
OF DRIVER’S LICENSE

By Emmie Digon
This article is satire.
After reaching out to the talented songwriter, singer, and actress, I was able to hold an interview with the amazing Olivia Rodrigo. During our interview, she shared songwriting tips, entertaining thoughts, and the true meaning behind Driver’s License.
What is the key to writing successful songs?
Honestly, writing comes naturally to me. I have done it my whole life as I have written my experiences as a child and as a teenager in my diary. I am a very emotional person and have many
thoughts running through my mind on an everyday basis. I have no idea what I would do without
writing music. It is an escape for me. If you really want to be able to write amazing music, I suggest writing every thought down, or singing
every thought out loud. No matter how
random, insignificant, or embarrassing. If that doesn’t work for you,
just write a song whenever you
have a dream.
Who is your closest friend in
the music industry?
This may come as a surprise to
many, but my closest friend in
the music industry is actually
Sabrina Carpenter. Everyone thinks we are mad
at each other because of
all the Driver Licence Vs.
Skin drama, but we are
very close. We are both
child actors of Disney
and we are both
successful singers/
songwriters.
There is no
tension between us and
we call each
other every
day, laughing at the
comments.
24
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those since we wrote them together, like to say to your fans?
but we honestly brainstormed and
Chan: STAY safe, and I love you all!
just kept adding on to each other’s
ideas!
Emmie: Are you allowed to tell us a
little clue about your next comeback
and world tour?
Chan: Honestly, I really shouldn’t
say anything, but I will give you a
By Emmie Digon and Amy Yao
little insight. The concept of our next
This article is satire.
comeback has a nostalgic feel to it. If
Hello all, we were extremely lucky
you have listened to our music since
to hold an interview with the one
the very beginning, then I think that
and only, Bang Chan, also known
you will truly enjoy our next comeas Christopher from his kangaroo
back. As for the world tour, we are
fellows! That’s right folks. The leader
trying to sort things out so that we
of the k-pop group, Stray Kids, was
can tour either by the end of this
willing to talk to two sophomores
year, or the beginning of next year.
of James Madison Memorial HighAmy: This may be off-topic, but how
school.
do you keep in contact with your old
Amy: Thank you so much for joining
friends and family?
us today! We are honored to have
Chan: I tend to get very busy, but
you here. We just have a couple quesI make sure that I call and text my
tions that fans are dying to know.
family and my mates whenever I can.
Chan: Yes, of course. I am happy to
Though I have lost contact with a
do this interview and connect to fans.
few of my friends after I debuted, I
Emmie: So first of all, how hard is
still stayed in touch with many of my
it being the leader of the group? Do
mates from Korea and Australia. My
you ever feel a lot of stress or presfamily and I check up on each other
sure?
a lot to make sure we are doing well,
Chan: Well, being the leader of the
but we mainly send each other many
group, definitely pushes me to take
photos.
on more responsibilities. I try my
Emmie: Do you ever feel like you’re
best to make sure that songs are
losing your English after living away
ready, everyone is doing their part
from Australia for so long?
well, and that our performances are
Chan: No, not really. In fact, I think
the best that they can be. Sometimes,
the other members are mixing
that can be stressful, but it is worth
Korean and English more these days
it. At the same time, I want to make
because of how often Felix and I talk
sure that the other members are
in English. In fact, my English has
taking care of themselves, especially
influenced other stray kids memFelix. He tends to put a lot of presbers so much that we joke they are
sure on himself too, so I look out for
becoming australian themselves as
him the most.
well! I also use English more when
Amy: You and two of your friends
I’m streaming on VLIVE because of
write lyrics for many of the songs
International Stays.
you create. Where did you get your
Emmie: Alright, that is all the quesinspiration from songs like “Wow”
tions we have for today! Thank you
and “Double Knot”?
so much for doing the interview with
Chan: I don’t want to take credit for
us. Is there anything else you would
This is fake news. For this month’s real news, visit www.jmmswordandshield.com
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SPORTS
PACKERS WIN NFC WITH
ELITE DEFENSE

LEBRON JAMES WINS
SUPER BOWL AT 80

By Tanay Desai
This article is satire
Many believe Lebron James has officially cemented
his place as America’s greatest athlete. James won the
Super Bowl last night with his hometown Cleveland
Browns at the age of 80. James played 4 different
positions in the win including tight end, wide receiver, safety and linebacker. This is his fourth Super
Bowl victory, two of which came with the Dallas
Cowboys, and his 11th experience in the Super Bowl.
Those who are older will remember James’s illustrious basketball career, and those a little younger than
the older folks will remember his career in soccer and
baseball, but for the younger generation, they will remember Grandpa James as one of the greatest, most
versatile football players of all time. Over the course
of his life, Lebron James has won titles with NBA
Teams, Liverpool Football Club, the Boston Red Sox,
and now he has titles with the Cleveland Browns and
Dallas Cowboys.
The secret to his success as an athlete? Other than
the millions of dollars spent every year on eating
clean, drinking wine, and cryotherapy, James credits his success towards his desire to prove everyone
wrong. He believes that no one thought he would
be playing football at the age of 80, and certainly not
winning championships. James announced his retirement from football this morning, and will now move
to Mars to become one of the first players a part of
the Mars Basketball Association.
26

By Tanay Desai
This article is satire
After losing 4 NFC Championships in the last 7 years,
the Green Bay Packers have finally won an NFC Championship game, without relying on a hall of fame Quarterback. Yes, you read that right. The Packers defense
forced 8 turnovers on a warm, sunny March evening
at Lambeau. In fact, the Packers offense did not score a
single point all game. The offense did not struggle, but
because of the defense’s performance, the offense simply
punted the ball at almost every opportunity. The Packers
even punted the ball at the goal line, because they enjoyed watching the defense so much. Tampa Bay Buccaneer kick returner Antonio Brown fumbled the opening
kickoff, giving Green Bay great field position to start the
game. However, the Packers gave the ball right back to
the Buccaneers, in order to put the defense on the field.
Turns out this was a wise decision by Head Coach Matt
LaFleur, as Tom Brady threw the ball straight to Packers star cornerback Jaire Alexander, who ran it straight
to the endzone. The Packers decided to kick an onside
kick on the next possession, and they recovered! Tom
Brady slammed his helmet on the ground, took off all
of his equipment, and walked back into the locker room
in frustration and in minimal clothing. It wouldn’t be
a Packers game if Aaron Rodgers didn’t get a chance to
flex his amazing arm, so Rodgers throws a beautiful 65
yard ball straight to the moon, but then comes back to
the arms of Davante Adams in the back of the endzone.
The Buccaneers grew increasingly frustrated, and a few
defensive starters booked their flight back to Tampa from
the sideline. While those starters booked their tickets
back to Tampa, the Packers defense forced a strip-sack,
and the ball was taken straight to the end zone by none
other than star linebacker Za'Darius Smith. The Packers
finished the game forcing 7 straight turnovers and winning 56-0.
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DJOKOVIC FALLS OFF THE
EARTH DURING
AUSTRALIAN OPEN

By Jessica Jiang
This article is satire
The Australian Open is always one of the
most watched and loved tournaments on tour.
Being one of the four Grand Slams, it is no
stranger to thrilling matches, shocking upsets,
and bizarre occurrences. However, this year’s
Australian Open was even stranger than most
for No. 1 in the world, Novak Djokovic, who
slipped a little too hard and ended up falling off
the Earth.
In his third round match, Djokovic faced off
against Matgreyo Notaplaya, a rising star from
East Pepper Island. The 18 year old gave the No. 1
seed a hard time, sending balls into either corner of the
court and taking absolute control of the game. First set,
Djokovic managed to eek out a 330-328 victory in the tiebreak
after a grueling struggle to find his momentum. But the 5 hour long
first set wore the Serbian down so much that in the second set, he was forced to call for his trainer a whopping 206
times, one for each bone in his body that was sore. Notaplaya was rightly frustrated by the ridiculously high number of times he was forced to stand and watch Djokovic do jumping jacks with his trainer while the match was on
hold. Notaplaya refused to let the waiting get to him, however, as he kept up his beautiful form and intense focus
each time the match continued.
Djokovic soon found himself in trouble, down 0-5 by the sixth hour of the second set. He had well used up his
trainer timeouts, and still showed visible signs of pain and injury. Notaplaya took advantage of this, hitting the ball
harder than ever and sending Djokovic running all over the court, backstage, into the stands with the crowds, and
back to his side of the court many times. But one was just a bit out of reach for Djokovic - as he stretched desperately to retrieve the ball, he rolled his ankle, slipped, and slid right off the court and into space.
Because the nation of Australia is upside down, people always risk falling off the earth if they are not accustomed
to the atmosphere. Tennis players thus use special shoes created by the Australian Tennis Government Association Organization that allows them to run and play while staying safely on the surface of the earth. Unfortunately,
Djokovic wore his pair down with his 11 hours of excessive running, which caused him to fly off into space.
Thankfully, Djokovic’s training regularly involves breath holding exercises. After 30 minutes of holding his
breath, Djokovic was able to ride a lightbeam back to earth and landed somewhere in Arizona. A special helicopter recovered him and brought him back to the courts in Sydney, where he continued play. Completely energized
and healed by the light beam, Djokovic bounced back from his 2 set loss with 200 mph serves and record-setting
groundstroke speed. Notaplaya could not keep up with the No. 1 seed as he strug
gled to recover a single shot Djokovic hit. The Serbian “showed him who’s
boss” (quoted from his post-match press conference) with a complete 6-0, 6-0,
6-0 sweep in the last three sets. Unlike any match seen before in the history of
the earth and likely the universe, the 2021 Australian Open third round match
between Djokovic and Notaplaya is sure to be remembered in the history books
for many years to come.
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now receive several benefits including reduced insurance premiums and
a free financial advice service.
Brady is set to enter his 21st year
in the National Football League
(NFL), and he has no plans to retire
anytime soon. In fact, he signed a
contract extension with the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers that will keep him
By: Sanjay Palta-Hill
in Florida through at least the 2022
This article is satire
season. Though AARP membership
Tom Brady, whose lengthy career
is usually tied to retirement, Brady
will seemingly never come to an end,
has become eligible for AARP due to
has become a member of AARP. He
the risks he faces when playing footbecomes the first active professional
ball. He has been getting sacked and
athlete to ever become eligible for
violently tackled by some of the most
the American Association of Rephysically formidable people in the
tired Persons (AARP). AARP works
world for two decades. At 43 years
to meet the needs and interests of
old, Brady now has a high risk of
middle-aged and elderly people in
getting severely injured every time he
the United States. By joining the
steps onto the field. Just one big hit
non-profit organization, Brady will

TOM BRADY
BECOMES FIRST
ACTIVE ATHLETE TO JOIN
AARP

could ruin the superstar’s health and
could potentially force him to retire
from the sport. Such an injury could
also cost a lot of money to treat. As a
result, Brady has become eligible for
AARP and will now receive better
and cheaper healthcare.
Now that Brady has joined an
organization dedicated to the United States’ retirees, many people
have questioned whether it’s time
for Brady to finally call it quits. In a
recent interview, Brady was asked
when he plans on retiring. He responded, “I plan to play at least until
I become a senior citizen and receive
senior benefits.” To Brady’s credit,
his performance has only improved
with age, so only time will tell how
much more he has left in the tank.

JMM SPORTS
REVIEW

By Caleigh Christy
This article is satire
After a great year of JMM athletics let’s review
the epic highs and lows of high school sports.
-This year we took the State Championship
Title in by our newly founded curling team. The
captain claimed “We’re looking to move into the
Olympics with our success”.
I for one am very excited to see how that pans
out.
-In an exciting turn of events our top grossing
sports (i.e. Football, Basketball, Hockey) were
combined to create a high-stakes, extra dangerous, contact sport called Hockfootbaskballs.
The game takes place in a dome where every
possible sports ball is dropped in, you pick and
choose what equipment you wear, and you can
only score an object into the wrong goal for the
sport. There are no positions and no rules against
contact. Email our athletic director for more
information.
-Lastly, all sports will only run for one week at
a time as to stop the spread of Covid by running
them apart from each other.
28
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RANKING THE
BEST NFL
PLAYERS

By: Sanjay Palta-Hill
This article is satire
As the National Football League
(NFL) offseason continues, it’s time
to take a look at the 7 best players
who will certainly be difference makers in how the 2021-22 NFL season
plays out:
Mitchell Trubisky - The world
of sports went into a frenzy recently when Mitchell Trubisky left the
Chicago Bears and signed with the
Buffalo Bills in free agency. Despite
their current quarterback, Josh Allen,
being in the Most Valuable Player
(MVP) conversation for much of last
season, head coach Sean McDermott
will have a tough decision to make
when it comes to who will start for
the Bills next year. Trubisky has won
more Nickelodeon Valuable Player
(NVP) awards, football’s greatest
honor, than anyone else in NFL
history.
Jameis Winston - Perhaps the
most eccentric player in the NFL,
Winston puts up monster numbers- for both teams. Winston is an
extremely willing and selfless passer.
Not even the best defenses can get
into his head and make him think
twice before letting the football fly.
Jameis controls the game and will always look to find players downfieldwhether they are on his team or not.
Kevin King - Kevin King is the
centerpiece of the Packers’ formidable defense. His teammates can
always count on him to make big
plays when they matter most. King
is an excellent one-on-one defender
and specializes in defending deep,
downfield passes. King is one of the
most underrated cornerbacks in the
league. The Packers know this, and

that’s why they extended his conwilling to give up everything to trade
tract recently. If you’re an opposing for him.
quarterback, keep the ball away from
Kevin King!
Nelson Agholor - Agholor possesses some of the best hands in the NFL.
The wide receiver for the Oakland
Raiders balled out last season. Derek
Carr could always count on Agholor to come down with any pass he
threw toward him. Prior to last season, Agholor played for the Philadelphia Eagles and caught footballs from
Carson Wentz. He has always been
known for his excellent coordination,
and he can consistently catch passes
from anyone.
Nathan Peterman - A quarterback
for the Oakland Raiders, Nathan
Peterman made a name for himself
as a member of the Buffalo Bills. Like
Jameis Winston, Peterman is incredibly generous to the opposing team.
He has an extremely high completion
percentage, but he has a tendency to
throw passes to people before checking what color their jersey is.
Michael Thomas - The Saints’
star wide receiver is the master of the
slant route. No defense has proven
that they can shut down his signature
slants. Quarterback Drew Brees has
the highest completion percentage
in NFL history for a reason. He can
always count on Thomas to catch any
pass he throws at him.
The Seahawks’ Offensive Line
- The last spot on this list is shared by
the members of the Seattle Seahawks’
offensive line. They do an excellent
job of protecting superstar quarterback Russell Wilson, especially
considering Wilson’s tendencies to
hold on to the ball for too long and to
scramble unpredictably. This offensive line is vital to Wilson’s success,
and they don’t earn enough credit.
They made Wilson look like an MVP
last year, and that’s why the Chicago Bears and many other teams are

Mitchell Trubisky

Kevin King

Michael Thomas
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MARK CUBAN PLAYS MAJOR SPORT UNPARTY IN THE USA AS DERGOES ESSENTIAL
CHANGE TO ITS’ TITLE
NATIONAL ANTHEM
By: Nolan Sullivan
This article is satire
Shark Tank Billionaire, and owner of the Dallas
Mavericks has faced a lot of criticism for his
decision to not play the National Anthem prior
to games. The hashtag “Cuban Out” was even
trending on twitter. The NBA forced the Mavericks to reverse their decision on not playing the
anthem saying that it is league policy to play the
anthem before games, which likely saved another
PR disaster for the league.
However the relentless Cuban believes he has
found a loophole to the NBA’s enforcement of
playing the anthem. Rather than playing the actual national anthem prior to games, Cuban says the
Mavericks will play America’s unofficial national
anthem before tip off. Now, you may be wondering, what is America’s unofficial national anthem?
There are many good answers to this question,
but there is only one correct answer, and that is
Miley Cyrus’s “Party in the USA.” Nothing says
America more than this song. It is the perfect
song for any occasion. Whether it is at a funeral
to lighten the mood, at a wedding reception or
before one of the Dallas Mavericks’ basketball
games. While the Anthem provides a somber
moment for fans and players, playing “Party in the
USA” will provide a boost of energy to the arena,
providing for the best possible atmosphere. In
fact, many believe that other organizations will
also replace the National Anthem with our unofficial national anthem of Party in the USA.
People all around the country are creating petitions and emailing their senators and congressmen, encouraging them to change the national
anthem to Party in the USA. Many want to also
name Miley Cyrus as Queen of the United States.
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By: Nolan Sullivan
This article is satire
After nearly a century of debate, the sporting world
has made a monumental decision. It has just been unanimously decided that The Beautiful Game will officially be
called soccer, effective immediately. You heard that right,
the game that is completely based on using your feet to
move a spherical object up and down a field has finally
abandoned it’s improper namesake, football. In an interview just moments ago, formerly FIFA Soccer President
Gianni Infantino explained that “this is a new initiative we
have been planning for years now and we are extremely
excited to see how it will impact the sport along with Mr.
Goodell’s own ‘football’ league over in America”. Many
soccer-ers from around the world also chimed in on the
news, including Chelsea forward Christian Pulisic, who
confusingly added, “how do I feel about the change? What
change? The last time I played football was when I kicked
extra points on my Pee Wee team back in the sixth grade.
You guys must have gotten something mixed up here”.
While these developments have been affecting many people in the world of soccer in various ways, it is difficult to
match the strife that this change will cause a select group.
When people think of soccer and playing in between the
sticks, they almost always think of the goalkeepers protecting their own nets. But behind the scenes, playing on
the sticks, are part-time video game streamers like Manchester City striker Kun Agüero; who will now have to
face the difficult task of remembering to load up FISA 21
rather than the now outdated FIFA version of the wellknown game franchise. It is clear that the long-awaited
name change for soccer will have a variety of positive and
negative outcomes to it, but at least now we won’t have to
listen to annoying non-American fans who adopted the
sport from our nation call it by its’ incorrect name anymore.
match against Elise Mertens. Pegula beat Elena Svitolina
in three sets, and Halep managed to defeat 1-time grand
slam champion, Iga Swiatek.
It is uncertain who will make it to the finals, but based on
the quarter finalists’ performances so far, the finals seem
promising. There is no doubt that on February 21st, a sensational tennis match will be played by 2 of the 8 amazing
women in the quarterfinals.
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THE BEST NBA
PLAYERS

By: Sanjay Palta-Hill
This article is satire
Certain NBA players have certainly stood out more than others this
year. To keep readers up to date
with the top players in the game,
we have made a list of the 10 best
players this year.
Boban Marjanovic - The Dallas
Mavericks’ big man is without a
doubt number one on this list.
Marjanovic, who stands at seven
feet and four inches tall, is virtually
unguardable. He is able to grab every rebound and finish over defenders at will. If you let him get the
ball close to the basket, he is going
to dunk on you. Boban, a walking
double-double, is an immediate
threat the moment he steps onto
the court.
J.R. Smith - J.R. has always been
the definition of clutch. Ever since
the 2018 NBA Finals, Smith has
consistently made big plays at the
end of games. His abilities to score,
dunk on defenders, and play with
ferocious intensity are entertaining to watch. What separates him
from everyone else, however, is his
unmatched court awareness. J.R.
knows where everyone is on the
court at all times, and his incredible
court vision makes him an excellent
guard.
Bol Bol - Standing at seven feet
and two inches tall, Bol Bol is the
centerpiece of an elite Denver Nuggets team. Bol Bol’s speed, passing,
and three-point shooting make him
a massive offensive threat. Despite
being overworked and playing over
30 minutes per game, Bol Bol is able
to consistently put up big numbers
while blocking shots and getting it
done on the defensive end.

Tacko Fall - Similar to Bol Bol,
Tacko Fall is an elite big man who
plays for the Boston Celtics. He
is seven feet and five inches tall,
and he has a phenomenal knack
for scoring. The Celtics run their
entire offense through Tacko, and
most of their possessions result in
him dunking the ball over two defenders. He’s an incredibly reliable
offensive weapon, and he’s always
ready to help his team whenever
Brad Stevens, his coach, calls upon
him.
Kelly Oubre Jr. - The Golden
State Warriors’ starting forward is
not only an elite basketball player, but he is a fan favorite as well.
Oubre has led the league in threepoint percentage while earning the
league’s Best Looking Athlete award
for three consecutive years. Stephen
Curry and Kelly Oubre Jr. are playing well together so far this season,
and their team is fighting for a
playoff spot. Throughout the year,
Oubre has been a huge influence
on both the Warriors’ organization
and on Tiktok.
Kyle Kuzma - Kuzma is perhaps
one of the most underrated players
in the league today. A forward on
the Los Angeles Lakers, Kuzma
played a key role in the Lakers’
championship run last year. LeBron James even described Kuzma
as “the best teammate I have ever
gotten the chance to play with”.
Kuzma’s playmaking ability makes
him a dangerous weapon alongside
LeBron James on a powerful Los
Angeles offense.
Danny Green - Another former
teammate of LeBron James, Danny
is a sniper from beyond the arc. His
coaches always give him the ball
near the end of close games when
they need a basket, and it seems like
he always gets that basket. Danny’s
three-point shooting and reliability

at the end of games make him one
of the league’s best shooters.
Lonzo Ball - The son of the infamous Lavar Ball, Lonzo has turned
himself into one of the league’s
best three-point shooters. Lonzo
is arguably one of the best passers
in the NBA. From insane dimes to
countless lobs to teammate Zion
Williamson, Ball is the star guard
for a prolific offense in New Orleans.
Tyler Herro - Herro, a member of the Miami Heat, has had a
breakout year this season. The kid
from South Beach runs Miami’s
offense and is able to score in any
way he wants. He first looks to get
an open shot and uses his automatic jump shot to get baskets. If
the defense is good enough to stick
with him, however, Herro uses his
superb ball-handling skills to weave
through defenses and finish at the
rim. Herro plays with more swag
than anyone in the league.
Pascal Siakam - The focal point
of the Toronto Raptors, Siakam is
an excellent defender and scorer.
Siakam can guard multiple positions, but what allows him to be
prolific on offense is his ability to
get to the basket and finish. He uses
his signature spin move to spin
around defenders and create open
shots out of nothing. Nobody yet
has shown that they are capable of
stopping Siakam.

Pascal Siakam
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OPINIONS

WHY MACBOOKS ARE BETTER
By Amina Waheed
This article is satire.

The bullying of Android users continues, thankfully, but for some reason, people have begun turning their
backs on the beloved Macbook and showering their love on Windows. Obviously, I am appalled at this treachery
and injustice. I mean, what could possibly be better than paying $1000+ on a computer only to have it sound like
it’s going to fly off a runway and lose some of its engines mid flight after just 30 minutes of a Teams call?? I’ll tell
you what. Nothing. Nothing is better than that. Furthermore, Macbooks come with free Airpods!! Literally there
are no more arguments to be made.
Anywho, Apple is most definitely not paying me to write this, nor are they a “capitalist” empire or monopoly
or whatever you want to call it. On the contrary, the real criminal here is Microsoft. They started out with their
cute little Windows 7. All of us grew up playing Purble Place and Chess, and then suddenly they “upgraded” to
Windows 10 or 11 or whatever (who even knows how to navigate that??) and got rid of all their fun games. At
least Macbooks have chess. And at least you can post pics of you pretending to work on your Macbook on social
media. I’d like to see you try and post a selfie in your Windows computer on Instagram. I’m waiting.
All in all, Macbooks are like 20 times better than Windows. Who cares about writing on the screen with a
stylus?? Just buy an iPad. And also $1000 isn’t even that bad. Just use your stimmy.
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WHY THE WORLD
SHOULD BE GREEN

By Jessica Jiang
This article is satire.
Green. The most beautiful color in the world. You
can’t live without green. Plants are green, apple candy is green, Kermit the Frog is green - what would
the world be without green? That is why green
should be spread across all things. Everything should
be green!
Now, you may be asking - what good does being green do? Well, for one, the color green helps
the environment! If everything became green, then
by the Principle of Photosynthetic Chlorophyll, all
objects would start doing cellular respiration the way
a plant would, meaning that our air would become
cleaner and greenhouse gases would gradually go
away! That’s right - if everything were green, then
the world’s air would be so much cleaner. Your
computer would start turning carbon dioxide into
oxygen, your books would come back to life and
grow into trees, and your house would instantly become energy efficient and environmentally friendly.
If everything were green, we could say goodbye to
Global Warming and pollution forever. Go green go
clean!
But that’s not all! The color green doesn’t just
prompt inanimate objects to start detoxing the
air. The most important aspect of green is that it’s
the color of our school, JMM! If everything were
green, everyone would have to acknowledge the
amazingness of JMM and its staff and students 25
hours a day, 8 days a week. Our school colors would
be painted across the world like the inside of the
actual JMM building. We would never lose a competition, sweeping state in all sports and clubs (not
like we weren’t already doing that). Everyday, we
would wake up to the Spartan Spirit permeating
through the air. We would always be energized to
learn and grow alongside our fellow students. With
everything being green, the whole world would be
inspired by JMM! Green is not just a color. Green
is life! Green represents plants and JMM, the two
things that everyone needs in this world to live.
Whether it be detoxing the air and decreasing
greenhouse gasses, or spreading positive school
spirit around the globe, green has so many useful
properties that no one can ignore! Go green!
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potting it, I returned and it had
grown nearly three feet! Almost
three months later, I am beginning to run out of space in my
house, as the Swiss Cheese plants
have taken over… like, seriously.
I need more space in my house.
Should I propagate the plant? Can
By Maggie Di Sanza
you do that with Swiss Cheese
This article is satire.
plants? Would anyone like a
Swiss cheese. Plants. Two in- Swiss Cheese plant the size of a
credible things… Why not com- small house?
bine them? Well, the Monstera
NO SUNLIGHT? NO
Plant did. The Swiss Cheese plant PROBLEM
gets its name from its wide leaves Finally, after your
which develop holes - known as Swiss Cheese
fenestration - which resemble the plant
holes in swiss cheese. The notorious Swiss Cheese plant is
objectively the best
houseplant native
to the Americas,
here’s why.
WHO
DOESN’T
LIKE SWISS
CHEESE?
Perhaps the most
obvious reason why the
Swiss Cheese houseplant is superior to all
other house plants is its
nickname. Swiss cheese
is one of the - if not the
- best types of cheeses
known to humankind.
It is perfectly average,
and the Swiss Cheese
plant encapsulates this.
IT GROWS REALLY
FAST… LIKE, REALLY
FAST
After purchasing my first Swiss
Cheese plant I was immediately
reminded of how quickly they
grew. Not even an hour after first

THE SWISS
CHEESE PLANT
WILL
FOREVER HAVE
MY HEART

has taken over your entire house,
it will be covering all light sources, including - but not limited to
- windows, lamps, candles, overhead lights, glowsticks, etc. But
not to worry! Swiss Cheese plants
notoriously only need a small
amount of light to thrive, and
the few beams of sun that they
capture through the window they
cover will be perfectly fine.
I hope that you all enjoy your
first Swiss Cheese plant, as it will
soon take over your life.
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Evelyn

WHO WILL WIN THE

$2,500
SCHOLARSHIP?

Be inspired and cast your vote for your favorite
saving, spending and giving videos today at
SummitCreditUnion.com/ProjectTeenMoney.

VOTING STARTS APRIL 5
PROJECT

Teen MONEY
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